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Intro:  D D | D A | D D | D A
D   A    D   D   A  D
Who wants to hunt for treasure? Who wants to find the prize?
G          G/F#
We're discovering God's plan
A   A    A    A    A7
ARRR you ready?! ARRR you ready?! AAARRRR!!!
D   A    G  D    A    D
Come sail along! Out on the open sea!  God drew the map for you and me!

(Modulate to Eb) Eb Eb | Eb Bb | x2
Eb   Bb   Eb   Eb   Bb   Eb
Who wants to hunt for treasure? Who wants to find the prize?
Ab          Ab/G
We're discovering God's plan
Bb    Bb    Bb    Bb    Bb7
ARRR you ready?! ARRR you ready?! AAARRRR!!!
Eb   Bb   Ab   Eb   Bb   Eb
Come sail along! Out on the open sea!  God drew the map for you and me!

Bb    C
Who drew the map? God drew the map!
Ab    Eb
Who drew the map? God drew the map!
Eb   Bb    Ab   Eb    Bb   Eb
Come sail along! Out on the open sea!  God drew the map for you and me!
Eb   Bb    Ab   Eb    Bb   Eb
Come sail along! Out on the open sea!  God drew the map for you and me!
Ab   Eb   Bb   Ab   Eb   Bb   Eb
God drew the map for me and,  God drew the map for you and me!